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PARADOXES OF CLASS BIAS
IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE

Oass bias in criminal justice is defined b:oadly here as any systematic
tendencies for legal institutions to impose more severe punishments on
categories of persons lower in wealth, sta:as, or power than on persons

(or organizations) higher on any of thos= dimensions. The sources of
class bias in the criminal justice system are many. Class bias can be

manifested in a disproportionate tendeu:y for working-<:lass people
who break the law to be subjected to suneillance rather than ignored.
arrested rather than warned, prosecut~ rather than have charges
dropped, convicted rather than acquittec. subjected to a severe rather
than a lenient sentence. The extent of suC:: biases is the subject of considerable empirical dispute (Chiricos ar:d Waldo, 1975; Greenberg.
1977a; Hagan, 1974; Lizotte, 1978; Iiska a'd Tausig, 1979). Perhaps the
most fundamental class bias, however, is 6e tendency for those types of
crimes which are the prerogative of the po.. erful-white-collar crimesto be given less attention by the criminal )ustice system than the other
types of crimes (Hopkins, 1977; Reiman. 1979). This type of bias will be
the focus of this chapter. White-collar cri= will be defined here according to the conventional definition first aru.."Uiated by Sutherland (1949:
2): "a crime committed by a person of r<spectability and high social
status in the course of his [or her] oa:upa::on." Common ortraditional
crime in this chapter means all other offen!-':s which are not white-collar.
The study will be structured around fo::r propositions which lead to
the following conclusion: To choose for a i:mdamentally more equitable
criminal justice system in which the crime; of the powerful are no longer
executed with impunity is to exacerbate =tain other types of inequali-
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from the propositions that there can be no class justice in
policy, only choices between different forms of injustice.
Positi<•n 1: White-collar crime does more harm
more common than traditional serious crime.

,

is typically defined in one of two ways: objectively, according
value of property stolen or the number of persons killed or
or subjectively, according to how serious members of the comsay the offense is. On either measure, it is white-collar crime
causes greater harm. The now considerable evidence to this effect
not be reviewed here, as it has been detailed in a complementary
(Braithwaite, forthcoming). While it has long been accepted that
loss of property and injury to persons from white-collar offenses is
.•• ter than for common crimes. it is only in recent years that a formibody of survey research evidence has accumulated showing that

the public perceives many forms of white--col1ar crime as more serious,

and deserving of more punishment, than most forms of common crime.
No longer can it be asserted that the average citizen is unconcerned
about and tolerant toward white-collar crime.
It is not only in terms of objective and subjecti\e harm that whitecollar offenses constitute a bigger problem than traditional crime; it is
also in terms of the number of offenses and the number of offenders. The
latter does not hold up if victimless crimes (drug use. consensual sexual
offenses, etc.) and minor traffic violations are counted. This is why
Proposition I used the words ..serious crime," meaning crimes in which

there are victims whose persons or property are threatened. The proposition that the number of white-collar offenses and offenders exceeds
those for all other types of serious crimes can be supported by showing
that certain offenses which constitute only a minor part of the whitecollar crime problem are so common as to almost equal in number all
the traditional offenses dealt with by the police.
A study of odometer fraud in Queensland, Australia found that over
a third of vehicles randomly selected from used car lots had had their
mileage readings turned back (Braithwaite, 1978). The sample in this
study is not sufficient to permit us to assert confidently that this kind of
fraud occurs for a third of the used cars sold in Queensland. Nevertheless, using a third as the best estimate available, there would be about
70,000 odometer frauds in Queensland each year. This is almost equal to
the total of 80,181 offenses of all types (including victimless crimes, but
excluding public order offenses such as drunkenness and vagrancy)
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reported to the Queensland police in the year of the study. For most
odometer frauds there is a conspiracy involving more than one offender
(Braithwaite, 1978).
Moving to a more respectable profession, Quinney (1963) found that
25 percent of pharmacists in Albany, New York had been found by
government investigators to have violated. prescription laws. Govern-

ment surveys in two Australian jurisdictions have recently found 15 and
32 percent of gas pumps to be giving short-measure gas to motorists
(Sunday Telegraph, February 3, 1980; Canberra Times, January 13,
1981). What, then, of serious crimes by large corporations, as opposed
to the widespread dollars-and-cents frauds of gas station proprietors,
used car dealers, and pharmacists? Few crimes could be more serious
than bribing government health officials to entice them to allow a drug
on the market which is banned in many other parts of the world. Yet in
many countries this is common practice by transnational pharmaceutical companies (Braithwaite, 1982: chap. 2). Of the 20 largest American
pharmaceutical companies, 19 have disclosed foreign bribes to the
Securities and Exchange Commission. Looking at a wider range of
offenses, Sutherland (1949) and Clinard et al. (1979) have been able to
show that corporate crime is not a minority phenomenon among large
American corporations, but that a majority of top companies violate the

law on a fairly regular basis. All in all, this volume of offenses, combined
with the inevitability of multiple offenders for each offense, is sufficient
to invert conventional assessments of the class distribution of crime.
Proposition 2: Because of the volume of white-collar
crime, consistent and equitable enforcement is nol even
remotely attainable. More punitive treatment oj whitecollar criminals implies that they will be treated
less equitably.

Under this proposition I will attempt to show that with white-collar
crime there is little hope of even approximating the principle that
offenders who have committed the same offense should be punished
equally severely. Further, it will be concluded that any attempt to step
up the prosecution of white-collar criminals will worsen the inequities of
treatment among white-collar criminals. By attempting to redress the
Imbalance of treatment between white-collar criminals as a class and
common criminals as a class. we widen the sentencing disparities within

the class of white-collar criminals. To develop this argument, let us first
return to some concrete examples.
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of gas station proprietors followed from the
rvey by the New South Wales Department of Coni'(Stmd.a) Telegraph, February 3, 1980). Some particularly
out for the purpose of achieving deterrence.
deserts" to all the offenders would have tied up more of
than it could afford. Similarly, continually
of the pharmacists or of the auto dealers in ajurisdic1r<J•cessed for prosecution would bankrupt the wealthiest of
.Tlhe iimJpo,;sil,iliit~ of consistent and equitable enforcement
ound with more serious types of cases, because these

are most complex and therefore most costly at both
and litigation stages.
other areas have been attracted to just deserts as a
sentencing have concluded that white-collar crime is
it is undesirable to attempt consistently to administer
.,,, __... Morris (1974: 79), who advocates that desert set an
on sa.nc1tiOJ", says of tax violations: "Not every tax felon
i'iirisone<i. only a number sufficient to keep the law's promises
c.;_,.• •'-• rest of us to honesty in our tax returns ....
.Vhiite:colllar crimes against the person, the very crimes which
feels deserve most punishment (Scott and Al-Thakeb,
al., 1980; Schrager and Short, 1980; Wolfgang, 1980),
selective enforcement is strongest. This is because the
poses a continuing danger to the community. Just
times be sacrificed for protection of the public. Regulaoften resist the urge to prosecute guilty parties when the
parties is needed to safeguard the public health. If a
has criminally negligent quality control procedures that
community at risk, an injunction to close down the plant
'ciiminal prosecution can set company lawyers to work on
delaying tactics (see Green, 1978). Justice delayed is

The public interest will often be better served by an
company offering immunity from prosecution if it will
a package of measures, which might include a voluntary
drugs from the market, dismissal of certain irresponcontrol staff, revision of standard operating procedures to
quality, and compensation to victims of the impure
:hne!!Otiat<'d settlements foster deterrence, more so than a
might be handed down by a court. But more important,
deterrence while minimizing the risk to consumers. A
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·oluntary recall of drugs already on the market is almost invariably
~ore rapid and efficient (in the sense of maximizing the proportion of
the batch that is located) than a court-ordere<i seizure (Hutt, 1973: 177).
Only the company knows where all of its product has gone. A seizure
that is resisted by the company faces considerable practical difficulties.
A classic illustration of the dilemmas in choosing between retribution
against alleged white-collar criminals and the wider public interest was
the aftermath of the thalidomide drug disaster (Knightley et al., 1979:
!22-!36). Nine executives of Chemie Grtinenthal, the manufacturer of
thalidomide, were indicted in Germany on charges of intent to commit
bodily harm and involuntary manslaughter. After the complex legal
proceedings had dragged on for five years, including over two years in
court, the charges were dropped as part of a deal in which Grtinenthal
agreed to pay $31 million in compensation to the German thalidomide
children. The press cried ·~ustice for sale!" But the German government
had to consider the ongoing misery of the thalidomide families who up
to that point had struggled for nine years rearing their deformed and
limbless children without any financial assistance. Would retribution
against Grtinenthal and its executives have justified perhaps another
nine years of limbo and deprivation for the victims?
There are many reasons against prosecuting even some violations
that endanger human life. Government safety inspectors have an educative role that is more important than their enforcement role. Many
unsafe practices are not covered by the law. The inspector must build up
a store of goodwill with companies in order to persuade them to change
unsafe practices, to improve quality assurance systems, when such
changes are not really required by law (Blau, 1955: 165-178). One very
effective way for inspectors to generate the goodwill necessary to
persuade companies to improve their standard operating procedures is
to "give a second chance" to company officers who have broken the law.
Obversely, prosecuting offenses which were unintentional can foster
resentment and dissipate motivation to improve. Another reason for
inconsistent enforcement of the law is that it is usually good inspectorial
practice not to recommend a prosecution when thecompanycomesforward and admits the violation, even in many circumstances where the
offense is serious. This is because the government must encourage com-

panies to come forward with their safety probleJ1ls so that they can assist
in finding solutions and warn the public of the danger.
Although there are many more compelling reasons for not consistently prosecuting white-collar offenders, cost is undoubtedly the most
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Philip Schrag's ( 1971) gripping account of
·ooK.uvo• the enforcement division of the New
;oJlSUtm<,rAffairs underlines the inevitability
to consistent and equitable enforcement
white-collar crime. When Schrag began the
N'iotn;rial stance. But in response to a variety of
use of delaying tactics by company lawyers, a
eventually substituted for the ')udicial"
'""""'uo of achieving restitution, deterrence, and
n.c•·ea:;in;gly used. These included threats and use of
•ocaticm of license, writing directly to consumers to
practices, and exerting pressure on reputable
suppliers to withdraw support for the targeted
the retreat from the justice model with whitemust be conceded that, given the clumsy legal
'"'""en. the public gets most of its protection from
by regulators. We might shudder at the
of due process by the inspector who says, "Fix that up
month looking for things to nab you on." But to the
ut<,-c<JII!tr crime is prevented in modern societies, that is
kind of way it happens. Moreover, I suspect that
would prefer to live with a little of such standover every
than.with the legal costs of a more litigious relationship
agencies.
netinne. most regulatory agencies are cognizant of the habitof law. Most individuals obey the law because they think
disobey. One of the reasons they think it immoral is that
see society punish other people for disobeying. A degree
public punishment is also necessary to maintain general
Th"''" ends can be achieved by white-collar crime enforcein which only occasional offenders are made an example
;GolrfOJodc:rs chosen are usually those for whom none of the
nticme:d arguments against prosecution apply. They are chosen
they are the most "deserving" of punishment but because
><•
be less costly than others, because their cooperation is
to retneve dangerous drugs from the market, and so on.
and Drug Administration, for example, settles for a warnthan prosecution in over 90 percent of first offenses reported
in'>pecto•rs. Such a policy is plainly contrary to the principle that

ui''"'"
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those who have committed the same offense should be punished equally
severely. A small minority of first offenders is victimized on grounds
that have little to do with justice. One solution is to enact a rule forbidding prosecution for any first offender. This, however, would sacrifice
crime prevention for equity and consistency. A rule that no offender will
be prosecuted unless it has been previously warned reduces incentives
for law observance among firms that have not yet been warned (Kriesberg, 1976: 113).
Food and drug lawyers, in fact, are forever voicing concern about the
inconsistency of selective prosecution, advocating rulemaking to constrain the administrative discretion that makes possible inequitable
treatment of food and drug offenders. These champions of equity, however, do not stop to consider the inequity between food and drug versus
other types of offenders. The most fundamental inequity in criminal
justice systems is that serious white-collar crimes are carried off with
impunity while prisons bulge with minor working-class criminals. Given
the unworkability of consistent enforcement of white-collar crime, the
only route to consistency is to cease the victimization of the few. Yet the
latter equity could only be achieved at the expense of further exacerbating the inequality between the treatment of white-collar criminals as a
class and common criminals as a class. Petty disparities between
offenders of the same type are narrowed only to widen more fundamental structural disparities between white-collar and traditional offenders.
This is a feature of efforts to reduce any kind of petty inequality that
ignore global inequality. For example, equalizing income disparities
among doctors by raising the remuneration of GPs to that of specialists
achieves petty equality among doctors. However, it also increases
societal inequality by further widening the gap between doctors as a
class and the rest of the population.
When the resident of an affluent suburb is convicted of tax evasion,
many neighbors are secretly struck by the injustice of this person being
singled out. Perhaps not many of them are impressed, however, by the
injustice of the way the law treats their suburb as a whole compared with
some other neighborhoods in the city.
For all types of white-collar crime, only a tiny minority of known
offenders is prosecuted. Many areas of common crime, in contrast, see a
situation where the majority of apprehended known offenders are
prosecuted, even if for a different offense in a plea bargain. Certainly
apprehending common criminals is difficult, but once caught, they are
generally convicted. Areas of common crime where this is not true
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include petty offenses regarded as not serious enough to tie up overburdened courts. The relevant comparison here, however, is between
serious white~collar crime and serious common crime. With the former

we see a situation where a tiny minority of known and apprehended
offenders is prosecuted. As a consequence, the easiest way to achieve
more equity (in fact, the only way) is to stop victimizing the few. With
serious common crimes, where majority prosecutions of known and
apprehended offenders are more likely, the shortest route to equity is to

prosecute the minority of guilty persons who at present have their
charges dropped. Hence, with white-collar crime the least radical departure from existing practice to achieve equity would be to prosecute no
suspects; with serious common crime the least radical change would be
to prosecute all suspects. Within both classes, policies to increase the
proportion of apprehended offenders who receive the same treatment
(prosecution with common criminals, non prosecution with white-collar
criminals) will widen interclass differences.
Moreover, even if it is not true that a majority of apprehended
offenders are prosecuted for most serious common crimes (consider

rape, for example), the argument about the white-collar crime side oft he
equation still applies. Irrespective of what policies we adopt with respect
to traditional crime, if 90 percent of known white-collar offenders of a
particular type are currently set free, then increasing this figure toward
100 percent will increase the consistency with which we treat those
white-collar offenders. Such a policy will also widen the disparity
between white-collar and common offenders so long as changes in
policies toward common crime are not so dramatic to have reversed the
assumption that common criminals are punished more than white~
col1ar criminals.

A public policy choice is therefore called for. Which is more important
-individual inequalities among white-collar criminals who have committed the same offense, or structural inequality between white-collar
bffenders as a class and traditional criminals as a class? Radicals will opt
for the latter as more important because it is a form of inequality based
on power. The former, in contrast, is a form of inequality based more on
chance. Working-class offenders are treated more harshly than whitecollar criminals because they have less power; they do not command the
resources to employ top lawyers; they engage in simple crimes for which
guilt is easily proven because they do not have the capital for the financial manipulations which provide a safe haven of complexity. In contrast,
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those white-collar offenders who are prosecuted are victimized not
because they have less power than other white-collar offenders but in
considerable measure because they are plain unlucky. Perhaps they were
unlucky because their impure batch of drugs caused visible symptoms in
patients rather than invisible symptoms, because the government was
able to obtain records which they neglected to shred, or because their
case was not so complex as to be beyond the comprehension of a jury.
It can be argued that inequality based on chance should be of less
concern to those who form public policy than inequality based on
power. We are forever being victims of chance inequality. Some of us go
through life without breaking a bone in our body while others are always
falling down stairs. Nothing can or should be done about the kind of
inequality that leaves some of us in plaster while others play golf. Public
policy does not concern itself with inequality based on chance alone
because it is assumed that while misfortune will frown on us \\ith respect
to some chance inequalities, good luck will smile on us with others. Not
so with inequality based on power. The fact that one is a victim because
of powerlessness increases the probability that one will be a victim in
many other kinds of ways. Powerlessness begets victimization begets
powerlessness begets more victimization. This is what is mean: by "'self~
perpetuating poverty" or "cycles of disadvantage" (Rutter and Madge,
1976). Public policy therefore rightly has a greater concern \\ith rooting
out structural inequality based on power in all its insidious forms than
with removing inequality based on chance. This is why inequality
among white-collar offenders should be of less concern than inequality
between white-collar offenders as a class and traditional criminals as a
class. It is why we should be prepared to accept increased prosecution of
white-collar criminals even though those who face prosecution will
justly feel that they have been arbitrarily selected from a large pool of
unpunished white-collar criminals.
In developing this argument, the extent to which inequality among
white-collar offenders is based on chance has been overstated. Governments are less inclined to prosecute large pharmaceutical companies

than small ones (Braithwaite, 1982); similarly, the Internal Revenue
Service devotes only 2.5 percent of its investigation time to corporations

with over $250 million in assets (Saxon, 1980: 42). Moreover, ~<e will see
later that when individuals are brought to account for organizational
crimes, they are often junior scapegoats who carry the blame for more
senior criminals. It remains true, nevenhe1ess, that the structural
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e wa white-collar and traditional criminals are
inequahty between ~ 't~ power than the inequality between the way
treated has more to o WI ted white-collar criminals are treated.
prosecuted and nonprosecu
Proposition 3: White-collar criminals can use their power:

'a) to prevent prosecution,
do

1'

ard in the class structure,

~~j ~: :::,~·~;.~=~~ thew:r~ani:ation rather than on powerful individuals within it.

.
White-collar criminals occasionally pre.. 1
l
(a ) To. prevent prosecutwn.
.
through the sheer exercise of pohtlca muse e.
vent their prtse~ut~o~sing campaign contributions or patronage from
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known to influence prosecutors
f 1 'ndivlduals have een
power u I
1980· 143-145). A more important deterrent to
.
1' d reluctance of conservative
(Clmard and Yeager,
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t through a series of intermediary transacor daisy cham arrangemen
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. . 'lar with organizational complexity. Every individual
The case ts st_mi .
resent a different version of what company
in a large or~~~~~~~~d~:l ~orporate actors can blame others for their
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he was following y's instructwns, y says that x
she had assed down from z, ad infinitum).
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be gmlty. ~en I.
Many corporations present to the outside ~orld a
to prove fo~.f;rWI~e~ccountability for law observance while ensurmg that
ptcturefo ' uste b'l'ty are in fact clearly defined for internal law comhoes o accoun a
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pliance purposes. Companies have two kinds of records: those designed
to allocate guilt (for internal purposes) and those for obscuring guilt (for
presentation to the outside world, see Braithwaite, 1982).
(b) To displace blame downward in thee/ass structure. White-collar
criminals do not normally set out with the purpose of committing a
crime in the way a bank robber does. Rather, the white-collar criminal
wishes to achieve certain goals related to his or her occupation (increasing profits, reaching a production target. election to office) and
violation of the law is something that happens in the course of pursuing
a means to the goal. It is not difficult for powerful actors to structure
their affairs so that all of the pressures to break the law surface at lower
levels of their own organization, or in another subordinate organization.

Hence, the American executive who wants to sell products to Middle
Eastern governments hires an agent to do 1he negotiation. The agent is
paid an enormous fee, which is sufficient to cover bribes to government

officials (Jacoby et al., 1977; Kennedy and Simon, 1978). The drug

ctors who can bite back and who are able

bureaucrats to batt pow;1~;ers than the government is willing to pay
. t
can further push up the cost
to h~re more competen a
Th
mpetent lawyers, m urn,
for.
ese co
. b usin delavin• tactics (Green, 1978).
disincenuves of prosecutiOn by h g th; co-mplexity of white-collar
M h h s been wntten a out ow
. uc
a
nviction difficult (Edelhenz. 1970; Harvard Law
cnmes makes co ne 1975 . In part, this complexity is inherent m
Revtew, 1979, Sto ,dded ?n complex financial transactions or convooffenses that ar_e e~~alities or that involve difficult scientific questwns.
"'lch makes conviction forlorn ts
luted orgamzauona r
l 't
ver the comp ex1 Y W•·Equa ll y, h owe ,
. . l Thebooksofaccountareconfuscontrived by the wh~e collar cn~ma ;hat wav What could be a simple
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company, which would not -dream of putting pressure on its own scien-

I

tists to compromise their standards of integrity, will give a toxicological
testing job on a new drug to an outside laboratory known for its sloppy
standards. The contract laboratory maintains its popularity with the
pharmaceutical giant by telling it what it "ants to hear about the safety
of the drug, even if that involves fudging data (Braithwaite, 1982: chap.
3). The reputable chemical corporation can contract out disposal of
toxic materials to a waste disposal c~mpany. which, being controlled by
organized crime, is not particularly fussy about environmental protec-

tion laws (Raab, 1980).
In these situations, the superordinate organization cuts costs by

having the subordinate organization do the job to standards that would
be unconscionable in-house. The advantages of white-collar crime are
attained without anyone in the dominant organization being a whitecollar criminal. This phenomenon has been most systematically demonstrated in the automobile industry. Leonard and Weber (1970) showed
how the oligopolistic control over the supply of new cars by the Big
Three in the 1960s allowed them to impo>e sales quotas on their franchised dealers, who were then forced to turn to consumer fraud in order
to move their cars in sufficient volume to stay afloat. General Motors

does not perpetuate the frauds which include "accessories not ordered
but 'forced' on buyers, used cars sold for new, engines switched in cars,
excessive finance charges, automotive repair overcharges, 'fake' repair

diagnoses" (Leonard and Weber, 1970: 415-416). However, General
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Motors is, in Taft's (1966) terms, a "dangerous person" who sets
economic conditions that have the effect of driving subordinates into
crime. Farberman (1975: 456), in a participant-observation study of
automotive dealers, confirmed Leonard and Weber's conclusion:
In sum, a limited number of oligopolistic manufacturers who sit at the
pinnacle of an economically concentrated industry can establish economic
policy which creates a market structure that causes lower level dependent
industry participants to engage in patterns of illegal activity.

Denzin (1977) has found similar criminogenic market pressures at
work in the liquor industry (see also Needleman and Needleman, 1979).
These pressures on responsibility for illegality percolate downward
within organizations as well as between them. While used car sales
managers are put under enormous pressure by quotas imposed on them
by the distributor, these pressures are passed on to salespersons who, in
turn, are set their quotas by the sales managers. If salespersons do not
meet the quota, they are dismissed. Hence, within used car firms. it is
often the salesperson who comes to the manager pleading for approval
(or a blind eye) for the turning back of odometers (Braithwaite. 1978). If
you set up a cutthroat system, some throats are going to get cut.
The classic illustration of the passing of blame downward in the class
structure is with mining. A common strategy of mine owners is to put
workers on piece rates based on the amount of coal or asbestos extracted
in a given day. Such a strategy often produces the situation of miners
wanting to go into workings that are unsafe, or even doing so against the
counsel of management (Scott, 1974: 220).
Blame is not always passed all the way down to blue-collar workers.
The chief executive officers of some (at least two) transnational pharmaceutical companies have "vice-presidents responsible for going to jail"
(Braithwaite, !982). Lines of accountability are drawn in the organization so that if someone's head must go on the chopping block, it will be
that of the vice-president responsible for going to jail. This person takes
the (very slight) risk in return for promotion to vice-president, and
undoubtedly a period of faithful performance in the role would be
rewarded by a sideways shift to a safe vice-presidency. A more mundane
example is the use of dummy directors by New South Wales transport
companies which evade road maintenance tax. The executive director of
the Long Distance Road Transport Association has said of these directors who are paid to go to jail: "I've heard of a few cases in which the
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dummy directors were alcoholics who were quite happy to dry out in jail
for a few weeks.~
Concomitant with the passing of blame downward is a need to ensure
that the taint of knowledge about the nefarious activities of more junior
people does not bounce back upward. Gross (1978: 203) has explained
the Importance of screening "bad news" about law breaking from those
at the top:
A job of the lawyers is often to prevent such information from reaching
the top officers so as to protect them from the taint of knowledge should
the company later end up in court. One of the reasons former President
Nixon got into such trouble was that those near him did not feel such
solicitude but, from self-protective motives presumably, made sure he did
know every detail of the illegal activities that were going on.

The heavy electrical equipment price-fi.ring conspiracy of the 1950s
demonstrated various communication blockages orchestrated from
above. Senior managers intentionally ruptured line reporting to prevent
low-level employees from passing up their concern over illegalities.
Even when subordinates had sought to protest orders they considered
questionable, they found themselves checked by the linear structure of
authority, which effectively denied them any means by which to appeal.
For exampl~, one almost Kafkaesque ploy milized to prevent an appeal
by a subordmate was to have a person substantially above the level of his
immediate superior ask him to engage in the questionable practice. The
immediate superior would then be told not to supervise the acti\ities of
the subordinate in the given area. Thus, both the subordinate and the
supervisor would be left in the dark regarding the level of authoritY from
which th: order had come, to. whom an appeal might lie, and whet~r they
would Violate company pohcy by even dis.cussing the matter between
themselves. By in effect removing the subjec:r. employee from his normal
organizational terrain, this stratagem effectively structured an information blockage into the corporate communication system. Interestingly,
there are striking similarities between such an organizational pan ern and
the manner in which control over corporate slush funds deliberate!\' was
given to low-level employees, whose aeti\ities then were car~fully
exempted from the supervision of their immediate superiors [Coffee,
1977: 1133).

Although the downward pressure on responsibility for Ia" breaking
1s a ubiquitous phenomenon, the extent to which it results from
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conscious manipulation by those at the top is variable. In many corporations the president might not be aware that his loyal henchman, the
executive vice-president, has set up a system to protect both of them
through the expedient of nominating junior scapegoats. Middle
managers might not have to be told to protect top management from the
taint of knowledge. They may perceive their job as achieving the goals
set them without worrying top management with the sordid details of
how they do it. In any case, middle managers score more points by
pretending that they have achieved their goals legally (without exposing
the corporation to risk) through sheer managerial competence. Were the
president to know the details, he might genuinely be shocked.
This reality renders comprehensible a fascinating finding from a
national sample survey of 236 managers (Carrol, 1975, 1978). Top
managers split equally on the proposition: "Managers today feel under
pressure to compromise personal standards to achieve company goals."
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individual executives even in situations where the conviction of the

corporation would seem to imply that there must have been guilty individuals as well (Harvard Law Review, 1979: 1248-1249). Allocating
individual guilt is extremely difficult if all corporate actors are determined to propagate a smokescreen of diffused accountability. Each
individual who might be called to account can be instructed to point the
finger at someone else whose orders they were following, and they in
turn can be told to point the finger at yet another person, or to say that
their instructions were misunderstood. With the corporation of all
involved, the most palpable instances of individual guilt can be quite
readily beat up into a My Lai syndrome. Equally, a Lieutenant Calley
can often be scapegoated for the most blatant instances of top management guilt.

Organizations do not normally want to sacrifice a Lieutenant Calley
who might be so aggrieved by his employer as to be willing to help the
authorities pierce the smokescreen of diffused responsibility. Moreover,
employers are usually genuinely concerned to protect their faithful
employees from victimization. Hence. hlaming the organization is often

In contrast, 65 percent of the middle managers and 85 percent of the
lower managers agreed with it. Cressey and Moore (1980: 48) have
reported on surveys within the Uniroyal and Pitney Bowes corporations
which reached the same conclusion. At Pitney Bowes, 25 percent o!,
persons earning over $30,000 agreed that they had to compromise
personal standards to achieve company goals compared to 59 percent of
those earning under $30,000. The interpretation that would follow from
the analysis in this section is that middle and lower managers feel under
greater pressure to compromise personal standards because they are
under greater pressure to do so (see also Getschow, 1979).
The increasingly transnational nature of business means that the
possibilities for those at the top of the organization to distance themselves from the dirty work become more and more profound.

blood spilled, and organizations which are hurt do not bleed in the way
individuals do. While a guilty individual is at risk of imprisonment, a
guilty corporation cannot go to jail-at worst it might get a heavy fine,
the costs of which can be spread amo'lg consumers, shareholders and
employers without hurting anyone perceptibly.

Headquarters may insist that their subsidiaries meet certain profit (or
other) goals, while at the same time making it clear that headquarters can

Placing blame on the organization is a strategy that usually works
because the prosecutor is dealing with an offense to which the only wit-

a more attractive strategy than blaming a scapegoat. No one wants to see

Proposition 4: Because of this power of white-collar
criminals, prosecutors have little option but to adopt
policies that result in convicted whitt-collar criminals
being treated more leniently than common criminals.

hardly be intimately acquainted with the laws of foreign countries. Hence,

nesses are individuals within the organization who are themselves impli-

under the guise of local autonomy (which may be hailed as throwing off
the shackles of colonialism by local enthusiasts), the subsidiary may be
forced to engage in crime for which they will be held responsible by their
governments. Meanwhile. headquarters (in New York, Tokyo, or
Rotterdam), while hardly pleased with the result (Joss of income), nevertheless escapes criminal prosecution [Gross, 1978: 209].

cated in the offense. The only way the "blaming the organization"
strategy can be foiled is by winning insiders to testify as to who did issue
critical instructions and approvals. Similarly, the strategy of sacrificing
junior scapegoats can only be foiled by "flipping" a witness (usually the
scapegoat). If the scapegoat has been or is being in some way rewarded
by the organization for taking the rap, then the prosecutor can only

(c) To place blame on the organization rather than on powerful
individuals within it. Juries are notoriously reluctant to convict

entice him to turn on the organization with a bigger reward. As Ogren
(1973: 974) remarked: "It is no surprise that government witnesses to
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many fraud cases include the sleazy, the corrupt and the guilty who were
not indicted, a demonstration of the price the government must pay to
prosecute its prime targets." Hagan and Burnstein (1979: 472) point out
that judges cooperate in helping prosecutors make their payoff to
insiders who come across. One assistant U.S. attorney in their study
remarked: "1 would say most judges understand that in order to expose
official corruption you do have to give some concessions to people who
are involved. Again, because only those people who are involved know
and can testify about it."
The white-collar crime prosecutor can therefore adopt a strategy
counterbalancing the forces that push blame downward in the organizational hierarchy. Favorable plea bargains or immunity can be offered to
A to establish a case against his superior, B. B having been placed in the
breach, she can he flipped to testify against her superior, C, and so on up
the organization. Dilemmas are confronted in such wheeling and dealing. Should one grant immunity to a middle manager who is the single
most blameworthy individual in the organization in order to have him
testify against several of his superiors, who each may be someone less
blameworthy than he? While the negotiation and guesswork would seem
to sacrifice fairness terribly, it does hew a rough justice by pitting one
form of unfairness which pushes up the class structure against another
which pushes down. The criminal justice system can choose the reactive
path of fairly treating people who have been unfairly handed to it as
scapegoats, or it can conclude that the more important injustice is that
which always hooks the small fish while the big ones get away. For the
sake of righting this structural injustice, it might he deemed justifiable to
tolerate inconsistent treatment of equally guilty individuals involved in
the same crime.

If a prosecutor's office wants to bring many white-collar criminals to
justice, especially the more powerful ones among them, it has no choice
but to offer immunity, favorable plea bargains, and prospects ofleniency
in sentencing to flip guilty insiders. The more this proactive dealing is
done, the larger grow the numbers of white-collar criminals who are
treated leniently on the conviction. Paradoxically, then, the gap widens
between the severity of the sanctions handed out to white-collar criminals
as a class compared to traditional criminals as a class. Hagan et al.
(1980) have shown empirically that this may be exactly what happens.
Comparing 10 federal district attorney offices, they found that the most
proactive office, the one that brought most white-collar criminals to justice, was also the office that achieved the most lenient average sentences
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for white-collar criminals. The study showed, then, that "there may be
an inverse relationship between the volume of white-collar prosecutions
and the severity with which they are sentenced" (Hagan et al., 1980: 802).
There is another reason for the paradox that more lenient treatment
of convicted white-collar criminals will be associated with more whitecollar criminals being convicted. It was argued earlier that proving guilt
in complex white-collar crimes is more difficult than with traditional
crimes. One of the few ways of bringing more white-collar criminals to
justice is to strip white-collar criminals, especially corporate criminals,

of some of the due process protections which make conviction so extraordinarily difficult. Reasonable arguments can be advanced that many
due process protections, which were enacted historically to protect
powerless individuals from abuse of the superior power of the state,
should not be relevant to organizations that themselves approach or
exceed the state in power. Certainly they typically surpass the state in
their capacity to hire expensive legal talent. The U.S. Supreme Court
has long denied corporations the privilege against self-incrimination
(Hale, .. Henkel, 201 U.S. 43, 75 [1906)). The Court has accepted that
publicly traded companies "can claim no equality with individuals in the
enjoyment of a right to privacy." (U.S. v. Morton Salt Co., 338 U.S. 632
[1950)). Perhaps proof "beyond reasonable doubt" should be replaced
by proof "on the balance of probabilities" in many complex types of
white-collar cases where the former is an impossible burdtn. In environmental cases involving scientific disputes over whether company policy
X caused environmental impact Y, proof beyond reasonable doubt is
logically impossible given the probabilistic nature of science.
Any decision to jettison due process protections, no matter how

reasonably based, must he balanced against the rights of the suspect. We
tolerate the fact that we have almost no due process protections when
found guilty of a parking offense largely because the penalties are not
very severe. Packer (1968: 131) argued that the stigma and loss of liberty
of imprisonment is the oppressive measure which sets apart the need for
due process protections. The full paraphernalia of traditional procedural
protections certainly should be available when there is any possibility of
imprisonment. When lesser penalties such as fines are involved, Ameri-

can courts have been willing to relax the guarantees of the Sixth Amendment, the protection against double jeopardy and the requirement of
proof beyond reasonable doubt (Harvard Law Review, 1979: 13061307). This makes a tempting case for removing imprisonment provisions from many white-collar crime statutes ..The apparent tradeoff of
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less severity for more certainty is hardly a tradeoff at all, given the
demonstrated unwillingness of courts to send senior executives to prison.

Whether the criminal justice system should trade off severity for more
convictions, this is in fact what it does. When OSHA Iav.yers are confronted with a choice between recommending to the Justice Department
a civil prosecution (with less onerous burdens of proof) which would
attract only a fine and a criminal prosecution, in all but a handful of
cases in the history of the act they have opted for the civil route (Levin,
1977). The same is true of antitrust enforcement (Posner, 1976: 25;
Saxon, 1980: 55), the enforcement of the Food, Drug and Cosmetic Act
(Braithwaite, 1982), and the enforcement activities of the Securities and
Exchange Commission (Reisman, 1979).
While the critics of prosecutors who take the easier civil route are
many (Bequai, 1976; Green et al., 1972; Reisman, 1979), the unarguable
fact is that such a choice generates more deterrence for the severely
limited prosecutorial dollar. A considerable increase in the number of
convictions is achieved at the expense of only moderate reductions in the
average severity of sentence that would result under the criminal route.

As with the earlier choices, however, the more efficient enforcement of
the law against white-collar criminals is achieved at the expense of
widening the disparity between the punishments given to convicted
white-collar criminals and those exacted against common criminals.
CONCLUSION
It has been argued that the most fundamental inequality in our
criminal justice system is that the crimes of the powerful are both the
most harmful and the least sanctioned, while the powerless are sanctioned
often and severely. A just society would have many more white-collar
criminals in prison than common criminals. Yet when prosecutors
attempt to redress this injustice, they worsen other injustices: namely
that of unequal treatment of offenders who have committed the same
offense and that of convicted common criminals attracting heavier
average sentences than convicted white-collar criminals whose offenses
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only be achieved by selective prosecution of white-collar criminals. Such
selectivity conflicts with the important equitable principle that offenders
who have committed the same crime should be similarly punished.
The choice here is not a noble one. Some would contend that the only
proper course is to strive to prosecute the powerful nonselectively, whatever the costs. Bankrupting a society by putting a substantial proportion
of its pharmacists, doctors, and business executives behind bars sacri-

ficing the suffering of consumers for the sake of litigated justi~e, are
hardly noble choices. More important, they are choices that could never
be made, given what we know about how states struggle against fiscal
crisis (O'Connor, 1973). More intensive, yet selective, enforcement of
white-collar crime, in turn, can be painted as the best policy, but never as
a noble one. It is ignoble in retreating from the just principle of equal
treatment of offenders who have done equal wrongs, and in reaching
that position through yielding meekly to the bargaining power of the
white-collar criminals who remain unpunished. It is a policy which
explicitly eschews moving toward a position where all offenders of a
given type are treated the same. Instead we make a small minority
shoulder the guilt of the unpunished majority of white-collar criminals.
The second conclusion is that redressing the balance by bringing
more white-collar criminals to justice will widen the disparity between

the average punishment administered to convicted white-collar and
traditional criminals. This is because the number of fish caught is a
function of how many others are promised leniency (Hagan et al., 1980).
Moreover, the size of the catch can be increased by proceeding under
statutes that offer fewer due process protections but less punitive
sanctions.

Again, public policy must choose which is the lesser of the two evils.
The status quo wherein white-collar criminals are seldom brought to
justice is surely the greater evil. Better to have a large increase in the
number punished even if the quantum of punishment pales beside that
bestowed on common criminals. We can only hope that as more whitecollar criminals are convicted but sentenced more leniently than working-

try turning, restraining the costs of administering justice within the

class criminals who have done lesser harm, demands will increase for
less severe treatment of the underclasses who fill our prisons. Such
demands will only become more focused. however, when white-collar
criminals begin to be brought to justice in numbers.
Paradoxically, if we approach equity between white-collar and
common criminals from the other end, by treating common criminals

capacity of taxpayers-any attempt to tip back the scales of injustice can

more leniently, we have come full circle. As some common criminals

are equally serious.
Because justice is inevitably balanced against other important goals
when dealing with white-collar crime-ensuring the safety of the public,
protecting the jobs of innocent employees, keeping the wheels of indus-
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(who previously might have been given lO years) benefit from the new
leniency, inequity grows between them and offenders who are still serving their lO years for the same kind. of offense. As some common
criminals are not punished because the victim is willing to agree to restitution, injustice is exacerbated for those criminals whose victims are not
so cooperative. Nevertheless, while the shift toward leniency exacerbates
injustices within the class of common criminals, inequality of treatment
between the classes of common and white-collar criminals is attenuated.
This returns us to the question of which is more important-intra-

class or interclass inequality? Again, the kind of injustice which causes
some common criminals to be punished more heavily than others is
based more on luck (drawing a lenient judge, a forgiving victim),
whereas the injustice of punishing common criminals more harshly than
white-collar criminals is based more on power. As I argued earlier, for
good reason public policy is less concerned about inequality based on
chance than with rooting out self-perpetuating structural forms of
inequality.
These argunents are made the more telling by the fact that there is
also an institutional dimension to the tendency for blame to be-Passed
downward in the class structure. The rising concern over white-collar
crime which came in the wake of Watergate was a concern over abuses

by those with power (the Nixons, !ITs, and Lockheeds). Yet this concern has been captured by the powerful and turned to their interests.
Today the predominant push against white-collar crime is to protect
large organizations (corporations and governments) from crimes
against them by employees, welfare claimants, and other less powerful
actors. Computer crime has been made the type of white-collar crime
which grips the public imagination-the malevolent mathematical
genius defrauding the large corporation. The effect of widespread use of
public money to catch computer criminals is, in aggregate, to redistri-

bute wealth from the average taxpayer to the large organizations which
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The institutional pressures to pass blame for our social problems
downward in the class structure are all-pervasive. Economic crisis, for
example, is more likely to be explained by lazy welfare cheats than by
incompetent capitalists. The criminal justice system is central to this
process. There is a great deal of evidence that during economic crisis,
when unemployment increases, the criminal justice system becomes
more punitive and prison populations swell with lower-class criminals
(Box and Hale, 1982; Braithwaite, 1980; Greenberg, l977b; Jankovic,
1977; Quinney, 1977; Yeager, 1979). Underclasses provide individual
scapegoats for our collective failures. Policies that attempt to reYerse the
normal pressures to pass blame downward therefore have a more trans-

cendental virtue than simply the restoration ofjustice. They are part of a
struggle against a pervasive mystification that victimizes the poor in an
infinite variety of ways.

Finally, there is the utilitarian rationale for stepping up prosecution
of white-collar criminals even in the face of the other inequalities thereby
exacerbated. Because the harm from white-collar crime is so much
greater than that of traditional crime, and because the former is more
preventable than the latter (Braithwaite and Geis, 1982), in the compromise between utilitarian and justice goals the white-collar crime emphasis should shift somewhat toward utilitarianism. There is e\idence to
suggest that the coal mine fatality rate today is less than a quarter of its
level of 40 years ago because of the enforcement activities of the Bureau
of Mines (Lewis-Beck and Alford, 1980). Many rivers that \\ere once
polluted are now relatively clean thanks to the Environmental Protection Agency. Modest consumer product safety enforcement in recent
years has produced a 40 percent drop in ingestion of poisons by children,
a halving of crib deaths of babies, and virtual elimination of children's
sleepwear as a cause of flameburn injuries (Costle, 1979). It might be
that we are prepared to tolerate some injustice to achieve these kinds of
goals.

are saved from computer crime victimization. What of the powerless

For deterrence to work, sanctions do not have to be consistently

individuals who cannot afford to own computers? Why, they have
become the white-collar criminals. Hence, in Hagan et al.'s ( 1980)
empirical study of white-collar offenders (in which the latter were
defined operationally as individuals convicted of fraud, bribery, conspiracy to defraud, embezzlement, etc.) most white-collar criminals
would seem to have had blue-collars! More precisely, 74 percent of the
"white-collar criminals" earned less than $13,776 a year in deflated
dollars, and 63 percent of them had only a high school education or less.

applied to all offenders. Selective enforcement need be sufficient only to
make deterrent threats credible. In most areas of

white~ollar

crime,

however, enforcement falls short of credibility. Deterrence demands
more convictions. Are we willing to shy away from this by im·oling the
selective injustice that will inexorably follow from it? A public policy
choice cannot be avoided between the injustice of selecthity and the

structural injustice that blinks at the abuses of the rich while bludgeoning those of the poor.
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